DATA SHEET

METRICS EVALUATED BY
PATENT QUALITY REPORT
The Patent Analyzer assesses a patent
or application at any stage and provides
the drafter with information such as:
•

Art Unit Prediction: Provides
insight about length and expense
of prosecution for informed,
strategic, and budgeting decisions
regarding patent pursuit and
maintenance.

•

Alice Risk: Programmed based
on the most recent statutory and
legal changes in patent law, PQR
provides insight on how the patent
or application could be affected
by the landmark Alice ruling and
subsequent court decisions.

•

Quality Issues: PQR provides an
automated “double check” to
identify technical issues that could
lead to USPTO rejections.
•

Unsupported claim terms

•

Inconsistent figure
references

•

Antecedent basis errors

•

And more

ANAQUA
Patent Analyzer
PATENT QUALITY REPORT
Drafting the highest quality patent applications is every patent attorney’s objective;
doing so not only protects the technology, it elevates innovative companies, and their
counsel, to the forefront of the most competitive markets in the world. In order to
keep up with swiftly evolving patent law, strategic attorneys and patent managers utilize
advanced technology to ensure their corporations, law firms, and clients secure the
highest quality protection for their intellectual property. ANAQUA Patent Analyzer’s
Patent Quality Report (PQR) leverages the most advanced, specialized patent software
available to assure the utmost value and defensibility of every patent drafted.

PATENT QUALITY REPORT USE CASES
The Patent Quality Report provides an in-depth, quality and risk assessment of a
patent application and alerts the drafter of potential issues and vulnerabilities prior to
submission to the USPTO. A thorough application analysis takes seconds and greatly
reduces the prosecution costs and time to grant as well as increases defensibility and
enforceability. By identifying potential examiner concerns and disputes, you can make
strategic decisions on how to alter your application to best meet your goals.
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DATA SHEET
Patent Analyzer doubles
as an offensive tool as
well; you can run a Patent
Quality Report on a
competitor’s patent with
the published ID number
to establish deficiencies
in their application or
granted patent and
look for places to assert
invalidity claims.

INNOVATE

THE TECHNOLOGY BEHIND THE TOOL

PROTECT

A team of highly experienced patent professionals developed the Patent Analyzer and
Patent Quality Report and specifically tuned it to analyze patent language by leveraging
the power of machine-learning, big data, and natural language processing. The
machine-learning model trained on the outcomes of the patent examination process
in tens of thousands of cases impacted by the Supreme Court’s Alice decision allowing
the software to evaluate the degree of Alice risk for any filed application, in-draft, or
granted patent.

OPTIMIZE

STRATEGIZE
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